
“During our recent senior management away day meeting at The Schoolhouse in Mutianyu, we took 
an afternoon break and were treated to a 45 minute glass blowing demonstration.  Resident glass 
blower or “gaffer”, Jiang Jiamei, worked his magic manipulating molten glass adding reds and whites 
to the hand-blown bubble of transparent glass.  Even though we had been told what the final piece 
would be, we had just a vague notion as to what artistic creation would eventually emerge from this 
gathered glass and the whole glass blowing process.  Once the transfer was complete and several 
reheating segments ensued, we beheld the final act of spinning this colorful piece of glass on the 
end of the blow tube and, from the centrifugal force, an exquisite glass plate immediately opened 
up before our very own eyes.   I decided, on the spot, I wished to own this piece which I had 
actually observed being created from its inception. What a treat to have the memories and the end 
product!” 

 Kate Beith 
Head of Early Years 
 
Dulwich College Beijing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Subject: help!...A testimonial from a graphic artist in urgent need of a “hard to find in China”  

glass ink pen 

  

dear Julie, 
this is 'out of the blue', i am working on a contract & have just broken my one-and-only full-glass 
ink-pen to smithereens...it was my favourite tool & this is the first time i really, really need it, 
because my client has a birthday-deadline to meet... 
would it be possible to make something like this in your mutianyu glass-studio & asap, if i give you my 
inkpen 'debris'?????...... 

                            

3 times THANK YOU!!! for the 3 lovely & workable glass inkpens i came home with today!!!...including 
the sample to pass on to artist friends 'for a peek'...i am so thrilled & cannot wait to 'work them in' 
& use them!!!...when you are in Mutainyu tomorrow, please also give my regards to your glassblower 
for a job well done!!!... Heike Stemm - March 8, 2009 

P.S. you really should put a few in your shop, as they are very rare (especially in America, it seems) 
& there are sure to be some artist-customers who 'know & good thing when they see one'... 

 

 


